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MATIP Features Added to the Airlines SDK 
In the Attachmate Verastream SDK for Unisys and Airlines, the MATIP transport in the following 
objects has been modified: 

 ScreenUts 

 jScreenUts 

 ScreenAlc 

 jScreenAlc 

Modifications include support for Type A IATA Host-to-Host and Type A SITA Host-to-Host 
sessions, support for outbound opens for all supported session types, and an additional callback 
method. 

MATIP Type A Host-to-Host Support in the Airlines SDK 
To support these additional protocols, the following new parameters may appear in the MatipClient 
section of the XML configuration file describing the sessions: 

HostToHost = true | false - true enables the new protocol support 

SITA = true | false - true means SITA Host-to-Host, false means IATA 

MultiFlow = true | false - true enables multiplexed sessions in SITA Host-to-
Host 

Each of these parameters will be ignored if the preceding parameter is false. 

In addition, the CharEncoding = n parameter will behave differently when using one of the host-to-
host protocols.  In terminal sessions, the data is converted to the specified character set 
(0=IPARS,1=ASCII,2=EBCDIC). In host-to-host sessions, no data conversion is done. The parameter 
is used to set the character encoding for the connection, but the application is responsible for 
supplying the data in the appropriate character set. 

Since host-to-host traffic is not (necessarily) acceptable to the UTS or ALC screen emulation, an 
additional method has been added to the objects to permit the application to disable presentation 
space updates. 

setDataCaptureEx(boolean sDCVal, boolean sSPSUVal) 

This method will set the Data Capture mode as does setDataCapture, but in addition will set the 
presentation space update suppression flag: 

true - do NOT update the presentation space with received data 

false - update the presentation space normally 

Since UTS or ALC terminal data is not (necessarily) acceptable to the host in this case, two more new 
methods were also added to the objects. 

RawDataTransmit(string Data) 

RawDataTransmitBytes(byte[] Data) 

The first form takes a Unicode string, converts it to bytes using the platform's default encoding, and 
sends it to the host. The second form sends the bytes with no conversion. In the MATIP host-to-host 
protocols, these items will be sent as the complete payload of a data packet. 
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Receiving Additional Callback 
An additional callback method has been added to allow applications to receive additional information.  
To register for this additional callback, the application's listener class (which currently implements the 
IScreenListener interface) must also implement the IStatusListener interface.  This requires the 
addition of one new method: 

 public void onStatusReceived( short status, byte [ ] details ) 

This routine will be called each time a status message is passed from the communications layer to the 
screen.  Most of these are used internally and can be ignored, though some may be of interest: 

51 - Connection Established 

-51 - Connection Terminated 

1210 - Host Active 

1211 - Host Inactive 

Also, a new status has been created.  A status of 2000 is a Transport Specific Information status.  The 
first byte of the details array indicates which transport is being used.  In the case of MATIP this will 
have the value 1. 

A MATIP Transport Specific Information status will have a code in the second byte to indicate what 
type of status is being reported.  The contents of the remainder of the array will depend on that type: 

1 - a Session Close (SC) was received from the Host 

The third byte will contain the Cause code. 
2 - an Open Confirm (OC) was received from the Host with a non-zero Cause (a 
reject) 

The third byte will contain the Cause code. 
3 - a Session Open (SO) was received from the Host and did not match the 
parameters (sent to each listening session that did not match) 

The third byte will indicate what did not match: 
1 - session type 

2 - presentation 

3 - encoding 

4 - address or ASCU 

5 - H1H2 

The fourth byte will contain the encoding from the SO. 

The fifth byte will contain the session type from the SO. 

The sixth byte will contain the mpx/hdr/pres from the SO. 

The seventh byte will contain H1 from the SO. 

The eighth byte will contain H2 from the SO. 
4 - an IOException was thrown on the TCP connection 

the 3rd byte will indicate what type of IOException. 
1 - BindException 

2 - ConnectException 

3 - NoRouteToHostException 

4 - MalformedURLException 

5 - ProtocolException 

6 - SocketException 
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7 - UnknownHostException 

8 - UnknownServiceException 

9 - other 

The remainder of the bytes will contain the message (if any) associated with the IOException. 

Adding Outbound (host-initiated) Open Support to MATIP 
To configure a session to listen for host-initiated opens, configure it normally except for the host 
address, which should be specified as “*”, the LocalPort, to which the host will be attempting to 
connect (default is 350), and the ConcentratorPort, which normally defaults to 350, but which must 
be set to something other than the LocalPort, and must be the same in all sessions, whether inbound 
or outbound. 

When the host opens a TCP connection and sends a MATIP Session Open, it will connect to a 
waiting session if all of the connection parameters (type, presentation, encoding and address) match 
what is configured.  If the parameters match more than one waiting session and the connection 
settings permit multiplexing, all matching sessions will be connected. 

Using the MATIP Session Reject Codes 
This section explains how to use and interpret the MATIP SDK response (Open Confirm with a 
reject code) to a MATIP Session Open that is rejected by the Airlines SDK. 

MATIP Session Open Reject Reasons and Default Codes 
The Reason column provides the reason for rejecting the MATIP Session Open call. The Default 
Value column provides the default value for the MATIP Session Open reject code. 

 
Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

No listening 
sessions 

0x90 There are no outstanding 
'listens' for a MATIP 
Session Open (SO). 

1. A session is set to listen for a connection using 
this method: 

Open(XML config file) 

where 'XML config file' is an XML 
configuration file configured to listen for a 
MATIP Session Open. 

2. The session is then closed using this method: 

(Close()) 

Thus, there are no outstanding 'listens'. 

3. The MATIP Session Open call then arrives at 
the SDK. 

4. The reject code for “No listening sessions” is 
then sent in response to the Session Open. 

The relevant XML configuration file settings for 
this example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true" 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

No listener 
for H1H2 

0x91 There are outstanding 
listens for a MATIP Session 
Open, but none of these 
listens are for a MATIP 
Session Open with the 
specified H1H2. 

The relevant XML configuration file settings for 
the listening session include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true" 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x52" 
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Reason 

Default
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

Type not 
matched 

0x92 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but the 
“Type” (such as Type A or 
TYPE B) or “Subtype” 
(such as Type A 
conversional, TYPE A 
IATA Host to Host, TYPE 
A SITA Host to Host) did 
not match. 

The type in the SO must be 
TYPE A. 

The subtype must be either 
IATA Host to Host (if 
'SITA' in the XML config 
file is set to 'false') or SITA 
Host to Host (if 'SITA' in 
the XML config file is set to 
'true'). 

Example 1- Type set as Type B 

The upper 5 bits of the 5th Byte (just before the 
3 bits that mark the “coding”) of the session 
Open packet is set as follows- 

Type A - 00010 

Type B - 00000 

The 5 bits must be set at 00010, thus specifying 
Type A. 

Thus the following would cause this reject code: 

5th Byte of Session Open, top 5 bits = 0000. 

Example 2- Subtype of SO does not match 
settings in XML config file 

The relevant XML configuration file settings for 
the listening session include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

SITA="false" 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

STYP=1000 

This means the 'subtype' field of the Session 
Open is “SITA”. 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

FID or 
ASCU not 
matched 

0x93 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but the flow 
ID in the Session Open is 
not allowed by the listener. 

To set the values allowed in 
the incoming Session Open, 
the XML config file should 
be set as follows: 

MultiFlow=”true” 

FlowID=theflowid 

'theflowid' is the flow ID 
to accept. For example, 

FlowID=0x41 

The relevant XML config file settings for this 
example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

SITA="true" 

MultiFlow="true" 

FlowID=0x41 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

STYP=1000 (SITA) 

MPX=01  (Multiple Flow) 

HDR=01  (FlowID placed ahead of Msg 
Text) 

Flow ID=0x42 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

Presentation 
not 
matched 

0x94 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but the 
presentation field is 
incorrect. 

For Type A Conversational 
sessions there is a field 
following the MPX and 
HDR called the 
“Presentation”. 

This field indicates the 
presentation format: 

0001 : P1024B 
presentation 

0010 : P1024C 
presentation 

0011 : 3270 
presentation 

For Type A Host-to-Host 
sessions these bits should be 
0. 

If they are not zero in a SO, 
this reject code would be 
returned. 

This value is not set in the 
XML configuration file. 

The relevant XML config file settings for this 
example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

And the 4 bits following the HDR field in the 
Session Open are not all set to 0. 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

Encoding 
not 
matched 

0x95 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but there is 
an encoding problem. 

The 5th byte of the SO has 
3 bits for the coding, like 
this: 

000 : 5 bits (padded 
baudot) 

010 : 6 bits (IPARS) 

100 : 7 bits (ASCII) 

110 : 8 bits (EBCDIC) 

xx1 : R.F.U 

If the value in the MATIP 
SO packet does not match 
that configured in the XML 
config file, this reject code 
will be sent. 

Note: The values used to 
specify the encoding in the 
XML config file are 
different from the values 
actually used for the 
compare: 

0 in the XML means IPARS 
(010) 

1 in the XML means ASCII 
(100) 

2 in the XML means 
EBCDIC (110) 

- and Baudot is not 
supported 

The relevant XML config file settings for this 
example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

ConcentratorPort="353" 

HostToHost="true"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

CharEncoding="1" (ASCII) 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

CD=010  (IPARS) 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

MPX/HDR 
not 
matched 

0x96 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but the 
MPX/HDR specified in the 
SO does not match the one 
the SDK is prepared to 
accept. 

The SDK (for Host to Host) 
will accept MPX of 10 (off) 
and the HDR of 10 (none) 
unless both SITA and 
MultiFlow are turned on in 
the XML config file, in 
which case the SDK will 
accept only 01/01 (multi-
flow with FID only). 

 

 

 

 

The relevant XML config file settings for this 
example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

ConcentratorPort="353" 

HostToHost="true"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

SITA="true" 

MultiFlow="true" 

Note: The configuration setting 'MultiFlow' is 
ignored if 'SITA' is not 'true' (as only SITA 
supports multiplexing) and the 'SITA” setting is 
ignored if 'HostToHost' is not 'true' (as this 
'SITA' setting only makes sense in the host-to-
host environment). 

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

MPX=10  (No multiplexing) 

HRD=10 (None, no FID in data packet 
header) 

The only allowed configuration (that won't cause 
this reject code) for the Session Open would be 
this: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51" 

MPX=01  (multiplexing) 

HRD=01 (FID (but not H1H2) in data 
packet header) 

The configuration setting MultiFlow=”true” 
requires that the incoming SO indicates that there 
will be multiple flow. 
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

Incoherent 
header 

0x97 The packet received by the 
listener does not appear to 
be a well formed MATIP 
SO packet. 

This reject code is sent 
whether or not the H1H2 of 
the incoming SO matches 
that of any listening 
sessions. 

The checks made on the incoming Session Open 
packet that would cause this reject code are:  

1. Type Field (top 5 bits of the 5th byte - just 
before the three bits that mark Coding).  

This must have one of the values 00000 (TYPE 
B) or 00010 (TYPE A).  

2. Coding Field. The 5th byte of the SO has 3 
bits for the coding. It must have one of the 
following values:  

000 : 5 bits (padded baudot)  

010 : 6 bits (IPARS)  

100 : 7 bits (ASCII)  

110 : 8 bits (EBCDIC) (xx1 : R.F.U)  

3. Subtype (applies only to, and checked only for, 
Type A Session Open)  

Valid values are:  

'0001' Type A conversional  

'0010' - Type A IATA host to host  

'1000' - SITA host to host  

4. Presentation Field (applies only to, and 
checked only for, Type A) (the 4 bits that follow 
the HDR field).  

Valid values are:  

0001 : P1024B presentation  

0010 : P1024C presentation  

0011 : 3270 presentation  

(0000 for host-to-host)  

5. Valid combinations of HDR and MPX (applies 
only to, and checked only for, Type A Session 
Opens).  

6. See the MATIP Spec.(rfc2351) for the 
matrices that show valid combinations for both 
Type A conversional and Type A Host to Host 
Session Opens.  
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Reason 

Default 
Value 

Explanation 
of Reason 

 
Example of cause of reject code 

Session 
Disabled 

0x98 There is a listen outstanding 
for this H1H2, but the 
session has been disabled by 
an API call to the SDK. 

The application that uses (calls) the SDK issues 
this call (to the SDK): 

setOperatorDisable(true) 

Then a Session Open (SO) from the remote end 
is received for that session. 

The relevant XML config file settings for this 
example include: 

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

HostToHost="true" 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51"  

Corresponding Session Open fields that would 
cause this reject code: 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51"  

In this case there is no issue or mismatch with 
the incoming SO, the reject occurs because the 
application has “disabled” the session. 

 

 

The "Session Disabled" Reject Code 
The SDK includes a method "setOperatorDisable(boolean disable)".  When called with true, it 
will disable the session; when called with false it will re-enable it.  The method can be called at any 
time, before or after the Open().  Calling it on a session that is connected will not close that session; 
the user must call Close() to accomplish that.  When he does call Close() for  a session which has 
been marked as disabled, the Session Close will contain the Reject Code defined for "Session 
Disabled".  And when he issues a new Open() call to go back to listening, the session will remain 
marked as disabled until it is re-enabled. 

 The "Disable" flag can be set at any time during the life of the object, but the code will only be 
sent if it is in a listening state. 

 It can be set regardless of the state of the session. 

 If the session is currently connected, setting the flag will not close the connection, but if you then 
do a Close() it will send the cause code for "operator disabled." in a Session Close packet. 

The reject code for "Session Disabled" is sent (once it has been set with the 
setOperatorDisable(true) call) in two cases: 

a. the session is in a listening state and receives Session Open; 

b. the session is in the connected state and you call Close(). 
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Using Custom MATIP Reject Codes 

Configuring Custom Values for the MATIP Reject Codes 
The cause codes may be altered by adding an entry to the XML configuration file in the form: 

HostRejectCodes=[double-quote][list-of-values][double-quote] 

where [list-of-values] is a comma-separated list of numeric values, which may be decimal, or hex 
(with leading 0x), or may be omitted, in which case the default value is used.  This list represents the 
values to be used for the corresponding reject causes in the preceding table. 

There is one table of cause codes for all outstanding listens irrespective of H1H2. 

Setting Up the SDK to use Custom Reject Codes 
Only one of the XML configuration files used for opening a session is required to contain the 
customized HostRejectCodes setting.  However, as long as the reject codes are all the same in the 
different XML configuration files, it doesn't matter if only one session or all the sessions specify the 
custom reject codes. 

The custom MATIP reject codes will still be honored whatever the state (even if it becomes closed) of 
the connection(s) that opened the XML configuration file with the custom reject codes. 

The custom MATIP reject codes will be used until the program is terminated. 

Initializing the SDK to Enable Reject Codes 
The SDK must be initialized so that reject codes can be sent to MATIP Session Open calls. The SDK 
is a set of .jar and .zip files, so without any action it will not return an “Open Confirm” (with or 
without a reject code) at all. 

Without any action the SDK will not accept a TCP connection, so a Session Open can never be sent 
nor received. 

To move the SDK into a state where it can return the “No listening sessions” in response to a 
MATIP Session Open, a listening session must be opened. 

Once a listening session has been opened, the SDK will continue to listen for new TCP connections 
even after all listening sessions have been connected and/or closed.  It would be at that point that 
further SO's would receive “No Listening Sessions.” 

 

 

Sample Configuration File 
Sample configuration file with entries relevant to Session Open Reject codes: 

 

<ScreenUts Columns="80" Rows="24"> 

<MatipClient  

HostName="*"  

LocalPort="350" 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51"  

CharEncoding="1" 

HostToHost="true" 

SITA="false" 
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MultiFlow="true" 

FlowID=0x41 

/> 

</ScreenUts> 

 

Configuration Settings 
The table below describes the configuration settings (IP and TCP Settings) in the XML configuration 
file for callers and listeners. 

Setting Use for Caller Use for Listener 

HostName IP Address of the listening (remote) 
host. 

Set to- 

HostName="*" 

ConcentratorHost IP Address of this computer (the 
concentrator on this 'caller' computer), 
for example: 

ConcentratorHost="LocalHost" 

IP Address of this computer (the 
concentrator on this 'listener' computer), 
for example: 

ConcentratorHost="LocalHost" 

ConcentratorPort TCP port on which MATIP 
concentrator is listening for connections 
on this caller PC. Default is 350. 

350 is okay as there is no listening on 
port 350 (as this PC is the caller) for 
MATIP connections. 

You can have the same port value as the 
'listeners' concentrator or any other 
value. 

TCP port on which MATIP 
concentrator is listening for connections 
on this listener PC. Default is 350. 

This must be set to something other than 
the (listening) LocalPort, and must be 
the same in all sessions, whether inbound 
or outbound. 

For example, 

ConcentratorPort="353" 

LocalPort Port used to make call from. (That is, not 
a listening port, not a remote port but a 
“from TCP” port). 

If set to “0” then a random “from” port 
will be used. 

Port on this listening PC, listening for 
the MATIP connections. 

For example, 

LocalPort="350" 

This must not be the same value as the 
'ConcentratorPort'. 

HostPort Port on remote (listening) machine that 
is listening for MATIP connections. 

For example, 

HostPort="350" 

Not applicable. 
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FAQs 
For MATIP host-to-host, a "caller" is the side of the MATIP connection that sends out the MATIP 
Open packet. A "listener" is the side that receives this packet and responds with a MATIP packet 
accepting or rejecting the call. A caller and listener only differ in the way the XML configuration file is 
set up. 

This isn't to be confused with classes or interfaces in the SDK such as IScreenListener and 
IStatusListener. These interfaces are for receiving data packets and connection status. As both callers 
and listeners send and receive packets (once in data transfer state), both callers and listeners use these 
classes/interfaces.  

If you are using the SDK to talk with a MATIP host-to-host application running on a host, it is likely 
that you would be writing a calling application, with the IP address of the host configured in the XML 
configuration file. Your application, through the SDK, would then perform the TCP/IP and MATIP 
(MATIP open) level connections. 

You can write an application that only calls (sends MATIP Opens), only listens, or has some sessions 
that are callers and others that are listeners. For example, if you wrote a Java application that calls two 
remote MATIP hosts, and listens for a MATIP connection, in total (once sessions are established) 
your application would have a 3 MATIP connections. 

How can my application obtain the MATIP data as bytes instead of a 
text string? 
Use getCapturedBytes() to return the captured data as a byte array instead of a string. (The 
getCapturedData() method returns a String.) 

For example: 
ScreenUts so 

byte[] rcvedbytes; 

. 

. 

. 

rcvedbytes = so.getCapturedBytes(); 

If I turn off SSQ SSR in the configuration, will the SDK still respond 
to SSQs with SSRs? 

ConnectionStatusInterval="0"   
ConnectionStatusRetries="0" 

Yes, it will respond with SSRs to SSQs, but it won't send SSQs. 

Does a MATIP calling session need to use the SDK concentrator? 
No, the concentrator can be turned off for calling sessions, but note that if done so the MATIP 
sessions will leave the SDK as one session per TCP socket. That is, the MATIP sessions will not be 
multiplexed over TCP. To turn the concentrator off, use the setting ConcentratorHost=””. It is 
more typical to leave the concentrator on, even if not multiplexing MATIP over TCP. 
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Can I use a third party/different concentrator instead of the one 
supplied with the MATIP SDK? 
Yes, for outgoing calls (caller side) you can turn the concentrator off and talk directly to the third 
party concentrator with non-multiplexed MATIP sessions. To do this you would set the configuration 
as follows: 

HostName="ipaddressofconcentrator" 

ConcentratorHost="" 

HostPort="portofconcentrator" 

Where ipaddressofconcentrator is the IP address of the concentrator and portofconcentrator 
is the TCP port that the concentrator is listening on. 

With this configuration, as far as the SDK is concerned, it is talking to the MATIP host. 

For listening sessions that use the SDK, the concentrator of the SDK must be left running because 
when the SDK plays the part of the host (listener), it must be able to deal with multiple MATIP 
sessions that are multiplexed over one TCP connection. 

Does a MATIP listening session need to use the SDK concentrator? 
Yes, listening sessions MUST use the concentrator. 

On a MATIP listening session, which of the two settings, 
ConcentratorPort or LocalPort, should the caller (sender of the 
MATIP Open) call to? 
In all cases the “LocalPort” is the one which would listen for outside callers. “ConcentratorPort” is 
the port a session connects to internally to request that the concentrator start listening on 
“LocalPort”. 

Which jar files are needed by the MATIP SDK when using the Java 
based API? 
The following 4 jar files are needed: 

Mutable.jar; 

SessionLoader.jar; 

ObjectManager.jar; 

jScreenUts.jar 

Do not, for the Java-based interface include/use the file ScreenUts.jar (only use jScreenUts.jar). This 
has some class names identical to jScreenUts.jar and can cause issues if used. 

Can you give me an example of a caller and listener XML config file 
that would be valid to allow the caller and listener SDK 
applications to talk to each other? 
Yes, such configurations are shown below. 

The TCP/IP connection is made from the caller to the listeners TCP port 350. On top of that TCP 
connection a matip connection will be established. 

Listener 
<ScreenUts Columns="80" Rows="24"> 

<MatipClient  

HostName="*"  
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ConnectionStatusInterval="10"  

ConnectionStatusRetries="10"  

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51"   

ConcentratorHost="LocalHost" 

ConcentratorPort="351" 

ReconnectDelay="0"  

SODelay="0" 

LocalPort="350"  

HostPort="0"  

CharEncoding="1" 

TraceFileName="wraptrace.txt" 

TraceEchoToStdOut="false"  

TraceInfo="true" 

TraceWarning="true"  

TraceError="true"  

TraceData="true" 

TraceDebug="false" 

HostToHost="true" 

SITA="false" 

MultiFlow="false" 

TraceFileDaily="true" 

TraceMaxFiles="5" /> 

</ScreenUts> 

Caller 
<ScreenUts Columns="80" Rows="24"> 

<MatipClient  

HostName="matiphost " 

ConnectionStatusInterval="10" 

ConnectionStatusRetries="10" 

H1="0x14" 

H2="0x51"    

ConcentratorHost="localhost" 

ConcentratorPort="352" 

ReconnectDelay="0" 

SODelay="0" 

LocalPort="0" 

HostPort="350" 

CharEncoding="1" 

TraceFileName="daytrace.txt" 

TraceEchoToStdOut="false" 

TraceInfo="true" 
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TraceWarning="true" 

TraceError="true" 

TraceData="true"  

TraceDebug="false" 

HostToHost="true" 

SITA="false" 

MultiFlow="false" 

TraceFileDaily="true" 

TraceMaxFiles="2" 

/> 

</ScreenUts> 

 

How will my SDK application know when there is a connection loss 
at the MATIP or TCP level? 
The application will be informed by the SDK callbacks. The table below shows an example of what 
the application might see if the connection is lost. 

These events were the results of tests in a lab. The exact same results/events should not be relied 
upon to occur during similar situations in production environments as the environment and even 
timing issues may affect exact results. The point of the below table is to demonstrate that the SDK 
informed the caller/listener of the status during connection loss or close by the network or remote 
MATIP peer. 

 Caller Listener 

Local Cable Disconnect 

 

(For the caller test, this means 
that the LAN cable was 
disconnected from the caller PC. 
For the listener test , the LAN 
cable was disconnected from the 
listener PC. The listener PC and 
caller PC were connected through 
an Ethernet LAN, but not directly 
to each other.) 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message “Connection  reset” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message “Connection  reset” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 

Remote Cable Disconnect 

 

(For the caller test, this means 
that the LAN cable was 
disconnected from the  listener 
PC. For the listener test, the LAN 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 
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cable was disconnected from the 
caller PC. The listener PC and 
caller PC were connected through 
an Ethernet LAN, but not directly 
to each other.) 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message - “Socket Closed” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message - “Socket Closed” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 

MATIP Close sent from remote 
MATIP peer 

 

(For the caller test this means that 
a MATIP close call was sent from 
the listener. For the listener test 
this means that a MATIP close 
call was sent from the caller). 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000,  

1,1,0 (MATIP, A Session Closed 
was Received from remote end 
with cause code 0.) 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211  

Meaning Host Inactive 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000,  

1,1,0 (MATIP, A Session Closed 
was Received from remote end 
with cause code 0.) 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211  

Meaning Host Inactive 

Remote MATIP peer stops 
responding to SSQs (with SSRs) 

 

(For the caller test this means that 
the listener stops responding to 
SSQs sent from the caller. For the 
listener test this means that the 
caller stops responding to SSQs 
sent from the listener). 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message - “Socket Closed” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 

Three callback events occurred in 
the following order: 

1. onStatusReceived callback 
called 

Status 2000, 

1,4,6 (MATIP, IOExpection, 

SocketException) 

Message - “Socket Closed” 

2. onConnectionLost callback 
called. 

3. onStatusReceived  callback 
called - Status 1211 

Meaning Host Inactive 
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Does the SDK support flow control for MATIP data packets? 
Yes, it does support flow control as long as data from the MATIP data packets is only retrieved 
during the callback OnScreenChanged(). That is, the methods so.getCapturedData() and 
so.getCapturedBytes() should only be used in the callback OnScreenChanged() to ensure that 
each MATIP packet is received as sent, and that flow control (at the TCP level, but the effect is flow 
control for MATIP data packets) takes place. 

How can I use the Text based MATIP send and receive methods 
safely? 
1. Ensure that the JVMs on both sides of the connection (Caller and Receiver) are using the same 

default code page. You can determine the default code page through the Java call 
Charset.defaultCharset() within each JVM, 

and, 

2. Ensure that you do not use characters that are not in this default code page, for the MATIP SDK 
services that use this default code page, which are the send RawDataTransmit(string Data) 
and the receive so.getCapturedData(). 

Must I use the callback methods to receive MATIP data? 
Yes, to ensure the integrity of MATIP data packets (full MATIP data packets received as sent) and 
flow control, the data from these packets must be retrieved in the OnScreenChanged() callback. 

What is the maximum size of MATIP data that can be sent in one 
MATIP data packet? 
The  maximum size of the data within one MATIP data packet for send and receive with the SDK is 
9600 bytes. 

How should the setDataCaptureEx method be used? 
setDataCaptureEx should be set as follows: 

setDataCaptureEx(true, true) 

The first parameter being set to 'true' ensures that data can be retrieved using the methods that accept 
incoming data such as  so.getCapturedData() and so.getCapturedBytes(). 

The second parameter set to 'true' ensures that an internal presentation space buffer (required for 
screen based protocols) is not updated (as this is host-to-host protocol). If certain control characters 
arrive at this presentation space buffer, undesired results can occur (such as sending a message 
containing a 0x11 byte to this buffer might result in it transmitting data back). 

How is the configuration parameter "CharEncoding" used? 
It's part of the MATIP host-to-host specification.  The parameter is used to set the character 
encoding for the connection (MATIP open packet), but the application is responsible for supplying 
the data in the appropriate character set. For listening connections it is a requirement that the setting 
in the configuration for the listening session match the setting of the incoming MATIP open packet. 

What's the difference between the connection 'status' of 
"Connection Established" and "Host Active"? 
The status of the connection is a value set in the callback method. 

public void onStatusReceived( short status, byte [ ] details ) 
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In the MATIP context, there isn't a difference.  In certain other protocols there may be a difference.  
They were originally introduced for use with the Lantern Gateway, where you could have a 
connection established to the gateway but the gateway not have a connection to the host. 

So, for MATIP host-to-host, “Connection Established” and/or “Host Active” mean the MATIP 
connection is established. Similarly “Connection Terminated” and/or “Host Inactive” means the 
MATIP connection is lost. 
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